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The Highly Ordered Double-Stranded RNA Genome
of Bluetongue Virus Revealed by Crystallography
Reoviridae. This large virus family includes many eco-
nomically important viruses isolated from a wide variety
of vertebrates (including humans), invertebrates, and
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plants, representing a remarkable assortment of viruses.David I. Stuart,*§‖ and Peter P. C. Mertens²
The primary characteristic of the family Reoviridae is*The Laboratory of Molecular Biophysics
their genome, composed of 10, 11, or 12 segments ofUniversity of Oxford
linear dsRNA that are packaged in exactly equimolarRex Richards Building
proportions.South Parks Road
The icosahedral BTV virion comprises a core particleOxford OX1 3QU
of two concentric protein layers containing the genomicUnited Kingdom
double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) segments, surrounded²Institute for Animal Health
by an outer capsid. Like that of other members of thePirbright Laboratory
Reoviridae, the BTV core remains intact during the earlyAsh Road
stages of infection and is released into the cytoplasmPirbright, Woking
of the infected cell where it initiates virus replication (theGU24 0NF
outer capsid is modified or detached on cell entry) (ZarblUnited Kingdom
and Millward, 1983; Eaton et al., 1990).³Centre National d'Etudes VeÂ teÂ rinaires et Alimentaires
Since the viral dsRNAs by themselves would be effec-Alfort
tively inert if released as naked RNA into the host cellLaboratoire Central de Recherches VeÂ teÂ rinaires
cytoplasm, the core particles carry viral enzymes into22 rue Pierre Curie
the host cell. These include a transcriptase and helicase,BP67
as well as both guanylyl transferase and transmethylase94703 Maisons Alfort Cedex
activities required to synthesize, cap, and methylateFrance
mRNA copies of the viral genome segments. Even with§Oxford Centre for Molecular Sciences
these enzymes to initiate the processes of transcriptionNew Chemistry Building
and translation, the release of the viral genome wouldSouth Parks Road
activate host defense mechanisms that could preventOxford OX1 3QT
virus replication (Jacobs and Langland, 1996). To avoidUnited Kingdom
such defenses, these viruses retain their genome and
enzymes within a protein shell (the core particle), repre-
senting a transcriptionally active compartment that sep-
Summary arates the dsRNAs from direct contact with the host cell
cytoplasm.
The concentration of double-stranded RNA within the However, these aspects of their replication strategy
bluetongue virus core renders the genome segments pose significant organizational problems for the Reoviri-
liquid crystalline. Powder diffraction rings confirm this dae. First, it is still unknown how the virus manages to
local ordering with a 30 AÊ separation between strands. select, assemble, and package one copy of each differ-
Determination of the structure of the bluetongue virus ent segment to make up the virus genome. The mecha-
core serotype 10 and comparison with that of serotype nism is precise, achieving a particle to infectivity ratio
1 reveals most of the genomic double-stranded RNA, as high as 1.0 (Joklik, 1983). It must therefore involve
packaged as well-ordered layers surrounding putative recognition of each segment of the viral genome and
transcription complexes at the apices of the particle. have elements of ªmemory,º so that the segments that
The outer layer of RNA is sufficiently well ordered by have already been selected are not incorporated twice
(Qiao et al., 1997). The inevitable complexities of suchinteraction with the capsid that a model can be built
a mechanism may explain why no truly effective reverseand extended to the less-ordered inner layers, provid-
genetics system is as yet available for the members ofing a structural framework for understanding the
the Reoviridae and why the few reports of initial suc-mechanism of this complex transcriptional machine.
cesses use methods that are poorly understood (RonerWe show that the genome segments maintain local
et al., 1990, 1995; Joklik and Roner, 1996).order during transcription.
Second, each BTV particle contains a total of ten dis-
tinct genome segments, each of which is separately andIntroduction
repeatedly transcribed within the confines of the core.
The individual dsRNAs must therefore be transportedBluetongue virus (BTV) is the prototype virus species of
through the active sites of the transcriptase/cappingthe genus Orbivirus, one of nine genera within the family
enzyme complexes in such a way that they are recycled
ready for the next round of transcription. Data from the
orthoreoviruses suggest that transcription of all ten seg-‖ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: dave@
ments can occur simultaneously within a single particlebiop.ox.ac.uk).
(Gillies et al., 1971). Evidence from the cypoviruses sug-# Present address: CNRS-IPBS, Groupe de cristallographie biolog-
ique, 205 route de Narbonne, 31077 Toulouse Cedex, France. gests that each genome segment may be specifically
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Figure 1. Cartoon of RNA Concentration within the BTV Core
The calculation of the concentration and how it may relate to the
defined liquid crystalline phases of different concentrations of
dsDNA (incorporating data from Livolant and Leforestier [1996]) is
shown. The calculations are described in detail in the text.
associated with a single transcriptase complex (TC) situ-
ated at one of the vertices of the intact icosahedral virus Figure 2. RNA Powder Rings in Low-Resolution Portions of Diffrac-
particle (Yazaki and Miura, 1980), perhaps explaining tion Patterns of BTV-1
why none of the Reoviridae possess a genome com- The arrows mark approximately 30 AÊ resolution.
posed of more than 12 segments of dsRNA (Payne and (a) Quiescent cores (in standard crystallization liquor) showing a
powder ring at a resolution of 30 AÊ .Mertens, 1983). The independent and simultaneous tran-
(b) Crystals soaked in 25% CsCl, where the ring is lost, presumablyscription of the genome segments suggests a high level
due to the contrast matching of the RNA with the mother liquor.of organization of the long RNA molecules within the
(c) ªActivatedº particles, soaked in transcription reaction mix as
virus core, simply to avoid tangling and steric interfer- described in the text. Note that the liquid crystalline powder ring is
ence during their movement relative to each other and considerably enhanced compared to (a).
the TCs.
Because viral genomes are necessarily of lower sym-
metry than the protein shells, they cannot be structurally for the functional organization of the core in its resting
state and during transcription. This should provide aresolved by X-ray crystallography except where specifi-
cally associated with viral proteins (Namba et al., 1989). paradigm for other members of the Reoviridae and shed
new light on the problems of genome organization andIn some cases, specific interactions of a relatively small
part of the genome (,50%) with defined sites on the packaging of dsRNA viruses.
icosahedral protein capsid have been visualized (Chen
et al., 1989; Macfarlane et al., 1991; Tsao et al., 1991; Results and Discussion
Fisher and Johnson, 1993; Larson et al., 1993; Tsuruta
et al., 1998). Concentration of dsRNA within the Core
From our detailed knowledge of the volume and internalPrevious cryoelectron microscopy studies with Rota-
virus (another genus within the Reoviridae) have indi- contents, we can calculate the concentration of the
dsRNA within the BTV core (Grimes et al., 1998). Thecated some ordering of RNA structure in a layer immedi-
ately inside the protein capsid (Prasad et al., 1996; total volume of the interior of the core can be calculated
from envelopes used in the density modification proce-Lawton et al., 1997). We describe here the visualization
of the majority of a viral genome structure of a larger dures (see Experimental Procedures) at 60.6 3 106 AÊ 3.
This volume contains the proteins of the transcriptionvirus (approximately 80 nm in diameter) within a native
and transcriptionally active virus particle, using X-ray complexes. The volume occupied by these proteins can
be estimated in two ways, based on the copy numberscrystallography. We present a detailed analysis at 6.5
AÊ of the internal structures of BTV-1 (Grimes et al., 1998) (VP1, 12; VP4, 24; and VP6, 72) (Stuart et al., 1998) and
molecular masses (VP1, 150 kDa; VP4, 76.4 kDa; VP6,and BTV-10, the latter determined from crystals for
which all three axial lengths exceed 1000 AÊ . From these 35.8 kDa) (Roy, 1989b) of the components. First, by
using a viral polymerase as a reference (HIV-1 reverseand other results, we construct a working hypothesis
Ordered RNA in BTV
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Figure 3. Electron Density Maps for BTV-10
and BTV-1
The color scheme denotes the sigma level of
the electron density from 0 to 1, increasing
from black to yellow and green to puce, as
shown in the color bar. The continuous strong
density in an arc to the right of each image
is the VP3(T2) shell. Two- (horizontal) and five-
fold (diagonal) symmetry axes are marked.
(a) A radial slice through a 60±6.5 AÊ resolu-
tion electron density map for BTV-10. The
2|Fo|2|Fc| map was calculated using phases
derived from the cyclic density modification
procedure, in which the RNA of the virus is
smoothed, the protein and RNA icosahedrally averaged, and the solvent flattened (see Experimental Procedures for further details). Layers
of density can be seen inside the VP3(T2) shell.
(b) A radial slice through a 2|Fo|2|Fc| 100±6.5 AÊ resolution electron density map for BTV-1, calculated using phases derived from a similar
cyclic density modification procedure to that used to obtain image (a).
(c) Electron density map calculated by cyclic cross-averaging of the BTV-1 and BTV-10 electron density maps (for details, see Experimental
Procedures). Figure drawn using EXPLORER (Foulser, 1995).
transcriptase [Ren et al., 1995], volume 127,780 AÊ 3 for the dsRNA genome. As expected, the powder ring is no
longer visible. We have also addressed the question of926 residues), the volume for the TC complexes is esti-
what becomes of the RNA during transcription. Themated as 7.58 3 106 AÊ 3. Second, using the standard
cores are transcriptionally active within the crystal; whileestimate of the packing density (Matthews, 1968) of 0.74
the crystals remain stable for long periods in reactioncc/g, the protein volume would be expected to be 7.62 3
mix lacking one or more of the nucleoside triphosphate106 AÊ 3. We are therefore fairly confident that the volume
substrates, they fragment after a few minutes if the fullof this component of the core will be z7.6 3 106 AÊ 3
complement of substrates are present. The final panel(Figure 1). The residual volume for the RNA is therefore
(Figure 2c) shows the scatter from a crystal immersedz53.0 3 106 AÊ 3. The genome consists of 19,219 base
in a full reaction mix in the short time window betweenpairs (bp) of dsRNA, with molecular mass z13.1 3 106
activation of transcription and destruction of the crystal.Da (Roy, 1989a). The concentration of dsRNA within the
We observe that the powder ring is much more promi-core is therefore z410 mg/ml (Figure 1).
nent than for the resting particle. This may be partlyThe properties of concentrated solutions of dsDNA
explained by the greater contrast in the less electron-are relatively well characterized (although less is known
dense reaction mix liquor (0.34 e2/AÊ 3) than for the liquorabout the properties of dsRNA). Thus, it is established
used in Figure 1a (0.37 e2/AÊ 3). It does, however, suggestthat dsDNA forms liquid crystalline arrays at high con-
that the local ordering of the liquid crystalline dsRNAcentration, with the phase and helix±helix packing dis-
genome segments is maintained, or even enhanced, astance being a simple function of concentration (Livolant
they move independently within the core during tran-and Leforestier, 1996) (Figure 1). At concentrations of
scription.z400 mg/ml, the liquid crystalline packing arrangement
for DNA is shown to be columnar hexagonal, with an
The Presence of Counter Ions within the Coreinterhelix packing distance of approximately 30 AÊ . We
The phosphate backbone of the dsRNA carries a nega-expect the behavior of dsRNA to be similar. One poten-
tive charge that is presumably neutralized by countertially relevant property of this type of structure is that,
ions within the particle. We have used a Scanning Protonin the presence of suitable counter ions, the nucleic acid
Microprobe (Grime et al., 1991), situated in the Nuclear
chains can glide over each other with very little friction
Physics Department, Oxford University, to detect the
(Livolant and Leforestier, 1996). presence of metal ions within the core crystals (see
Experimental Procedures). We find that the level of mag-
Powder Rings in Diffraction Patterns nesium within the core is too low to be measured, and,
If there is a tendency for the genome to form a liquid while we can detect both calcium and zinc, they are
crystal structure with local ordering of the nucleic acid only present at approximately one hundredth of the level
helices, we might expect that this would be reflected of phosphorous. This is insufficient to neutralize the
in the way the particles scatter X-rays. In particular, charge on the phosphate backbone and suggests that
assuming that the ordering is not coherent across the an organic cation such as spermidine may be present.
complete crystal lattice, then we might expect to see
powder rings manifest in the background scatter of our Low-Resolution Analysis of Crystals
diffraction images. Figure 2a shows that such a ring is of BTV-10 and BTV-1
observed in diffraction patterns from quiescent cores, As indicated in a previous publication (Grimes et al.,
confirming as expected from previous calculations of 1998), we have observed electron density within the
DNA packing in concentrated solution that there is a protein shell of BTV-1. To examine the validity of these
tendency for the RNA to form locally ordered structures internal structures, BTV-1 diffraction data were col-
with strong z30 AÊ repeats. Figure 2b presents diffraction lected to a low-resolution limit of 105 AÊ , and we deter-
from crystals bathed in a concentration of CsCl de- mined the structure of a second serotype of BTV, BTV-
10, using reflections from 60 AÊ to 6.5 AÊ resolution. Thesigned to approximately contrast match the scatter from
Cell
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Table 1. Structure Determination Statistics
BTV-10
Measured Unique Correlation
Resolution (AÊ ) Rmergea (%) Reflections Reflections Complete (%) ,I./,s(I). R Factorb Coefficientc
60.0±11.8 23.4 658,898 270,744 83.8 5.81 14.7 94.2
11.8±9.4 32.6 643,606 272,092 85.4 3.62 17.7 90.9
9.4±8.2 48.0 567,707 260,645 82.0 1.89 21.7 85.8
8.2±7.4 66.3 315,246 190,275 60.0 0.98 25.9 76.7
7.4±6.9 73.5 45,229 36,590 11.5 0.74 27.4 68.0
6.9±6.5 71.2 3,612 3,551 1.1 0.84 30.6 54.2
Total 33.6 2,234,298 1,033,897 54.1 2.84 19.5 89.6
BTV-1
Measured Unique Correlation
Resolution (AÊ ) Rmergea (%) Reflections Reflections Complete (%) ,I./,s(I). R Factorb Coefficientc
105.0±11.8 22.4 1,550,615 159,584 98.7 24.8 11.3 96.5
11.8±9.4 25.0 1,343,517 157,802 98.9 22.9 10.1 96.6
9.4±8.2 31.2 1,278,864 157,389 99.0 16.0 11.3 95.8
8.2±7.4 42.8 1,210,838 157,680 99.3 8.80 13.5 94.0
7.4±6.9 49.2 946,711 157,173 99.1 5.35 15.8 91.6
6.9±6.5 49.9 734,199 155,622 98.2 3.81 19.6 87.2
Total 29.9 7,064,744 945,250 98.9 12.6 13.0 95.6
a Rmerge 5 SjSh|Ij,h 2 ,Ih.|/SjSh,Ih., where h are unique reflection indices, Ij,h the intensities of symmetry-related reflections and, ,Ih. the mean
intensity (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997).
b R factor 5 Sh||Fo|h 2 |Fc|h|/Sh|Fo|h, where h are the unique reflection indices, Fo the observed structure factors, and Fc the structure factors
calculated from inversion of the solvent-flattened map (SHELLSCALE; D. I. S., unpublished program).
c Correlation coefficient 5 Sh(,|Fo|. 2 |Fo|h)(,|Fc|. 2 |Fc|h)/[Sh(,|Fo|. 2 |Fo|h)2Sh(,|Fc|. 2 |Fc|h)2]1/2, where h are the unique reflection indices,
Fo the observed structure factors, and Fc the structure factors calculated from inversion of the solvent-flattened map (SHELLSCALE; D. I. S.,
unpublished program).
BTV-10 structure was determined from crystals con- a Gaussian function) to prevent the buildup of high-
frequency noise. The result of this procedure is summa-taining a whole core particle in the asymmetric unit, with
space group P41212 and unit cell dimensions 1115 AÊ 3 rized in Figure 3. The final R factor and correlation coeffi-
cient (R and CC; see Table 1 for definitions) for the BTV-11115 AÊ 3 1584 AÊ (see Experimental Procedures). The
structure was solved using the molecular replacement procedure are R 5 13.0% and CC 5 95.6%, and for the
BTV-10 procedure, R 5 19.5% and CC 5 89.6%. Cross-method, with the protein capsid of the BTV-1 core struc-
ture serving as a phasing model. averaging between species during the cyclic process
results in R 5 13.6% and CC 5 95.1% for BTV-1 andAs expected, examination of the electron density
maps, calculated to equivalent resolutions for the two R 5 20.0% and CC 5 89.1% for BTV-10. The density
features in both maps thought to be RNA are still visibleviruses, indicates that the structures of the capsid are
indistinguishable [the amino acid sequences of VP7(T13) and remain well defined. The real space correlation coef-
ficient [CCreal 5 SxSj(,rxj. 3 rxj)/SxSj(rxj2), where rxj is theand VP3(T2) are 99% identical between the two viruses].
More surprisingly, however, the icosahedrally averaged electron density at copy j of pixel x, ,rxj. the average
density of pixel x, j the sum over BTV-1 and BTV-10,low-resolution electron density maps of both serotypes
show features internal to the VP3(T2) shell that are con- and x the set of pixels within the core envelope (envelope
2) in the Experimental Procedures] was 0.99 in the finalsistent with layers of dsRNA and are very similar for the
two viruses. round of cross-averaging. The excellent statistics for
these analyses suggest that, by the usual criteria, theGiven the unexpected nature of this result, we have
used the following protocol to investigate whether the phase extension process has worked. Electron density
maps calculated using the final data from the three ex-observations are trustworthy. Three parallel analyses
were performed, one each for BTV-1 and BTV-10, and periments are strikingly similar and well defined (Figure
3). We therefore believe that the cross-averaged mapone joint refinement simultaneously using the data from
both viruses. Initial electron density maps were calcu- provides us with a conservative estimate of the consen-
sus structure within the core (Figures 3c and 4a).lated using phases derived solely from the ordered pro-
tein components of the core [780 copies of VP7(T13)
and 120 copies of VP3(T2)], and the resolution range Interpretation of Consistent Density within
the Cores of BTV-1 and BTV-10used at this point was restricted to 25±6.5 AÊ . Phase
extension was then performed, slowly reducing the low- The electron density distribution that we observe within
the cores is consistent with lower resolution electronresolution limit until all data were included, with calcu-
lated structure factors substituted where experimental microscopy analyses of dsRNA viruses (Prasad et al.,
1996; Shaw et al., 1996; Dryden et al., 1998) but is moremeasurements were missing. Features within the core
were not only averaged to impose icosahedral symme- detailed and extensive. The observation of layers is in
line with the outer protein shell acting as an externaltry, but also smoothed (by convolution in real space with
Ordered RNA in BTV
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Figure 4. Montage for the Outer Layer of
dsRNA
(a) Image of the electron density for the outer
layer of RNA, from a map cross-averaged be-
tween BTV-1 and BTV-10.
(b) The electron density with A-form RNA
modeled into the tubes of density (the phos-
phate backbone is traced as a blue ribbon
for five icosahedral asymmetric units around
one of the 5-fold axes). The actual genome
cannot follow icosahedral symmetry, so this
model has only statistical validity.
(c) The model shown in (b) of the outer layer
of dsRNA shown in relationship to the inner
surface of VP3(T2). Green and red surfaces
are shown for the icosahedrally independent
molecules VP3(T2)A and VP3(T2)B, respec-
tively.
(d) Cross-section through the model of the
outer layer of dsRNA and VP3(T2), showing
the shallow grooves along which the dsRNA
tubes tend to align.
(e) A stereo image of the independent mole-
cules of VP3(T2) (A colored green and B red)
and the dsRNA model, showing some similar-
ities in the disposition of the dsRNA strands
on the two molecules. Figure drawn using
BOBSCRIPT (Esnouf, 1997, 1999) and RAS-
TER3D (Bacon and Anderson, 1988; Merritt
and Murphy, 1994).
template onto which dsRNA packs, providing a one- [Shaw et al., 1996]). The electron density we observe
within the core represents the averaged structure of thedimensional (radial) ordering of the RNA. The separation
between the layers is approximately 30 AÊ , as expected core particles within the crystals convoluted with the
elements of icosahedral symmetry. This will thereforefrom the observations of powder rings described pre-
viously. Figure 4a shows a view of the electron density represent a 5-fold averaged version of the structure,
preventing us from unraveling a full ªwiring diagramºof the outer layer of RNA. This reveals that the RNA
in this layer possesses strong elements of icosahedral for the RNA. Nevertheless, the surprising clarity of the
density, for the outer layer of RNA in particular, impliessymmetry. The layer appears to be made up of a series
of strands with the dimensions of dsRNA helices. In that the inner surface of the VP3(T2) layer imposes con-
siderable icosahedral order on the packaged genome.addition to these putative RNA layers, there is electron
density surrounding the icosahedral 5-fold axes. This The weakening of the electron density toward the center
of the core suggests that the RNA becomes more disor-density includes some relatively well-ordered features
close to the apical domain of VP3(T2) and shows a vari- dered the further it gets from this protein layer.
We have modeled the structure of the RNA. A-formety of features closer to the center of the particle. We
assume that these features correspond to the TCs, in double helices have been fitted into the electron density,
with kinks introduced as necessary (Figure 4). Segmentspart because corresponding features have been ob-
served in cryo-EM studies of members of other genera of dsRNA were generated and modeled into the density
of the protomeric unit using the graphics programwithin the Reoviridae (Rotavirus [Prasad et al., 1996],
Orthoreovirus [Dryden et al., 1998], and Aquareovirus TURBO-FRODO (Roussel et al., 1991). The resulting RNA
Cell
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Figure 5. Montage of Elements of the Tran-
scription Complex (TC)
The top left panel shows an overall view of a
5-fold axis (marked vertically as a purple line)
along which are density features for the TC
and around which the layers of RNA are
clearly visible. The transparent orange and
mauve geometric objects reflect the volumes
that a monomer of VP1 (polymerase) and a
dimer of VP4 (capping enzyme) would fill, re-
spectively, assuming standard packing den-
sities. The top right panel shows a close-up of
the TC, showing the same geometric objects
with the N terminus of the VP3(T2)A molecule
marked as a blue stroke. The density for the
ordered N terminus is shown in close-up in
the bottom left panel. The point where we lose
the density in the high-resolution structure of
the core (Grimes et al., 1998) is shown as a
cyan spot, and the continuation of the density
in the low-resolution map is marked as a blue
line. The bottom right panel shows a close-up
of the electron density where a well-ordered
portion of the capping enzyme (VP4, marked
with a pink stroke) packs against VP3(T2)A,
residues 307±328. Figure drawn using BOB-
SCRIPT (Esnouf, 1997, 1999) and RASTER3D
(Bacon and Anderson, 1988; Merritt and Mur-
phy, 1994).
model was energy minimized in X-PLOR (BruÈ nger, 1992), protein interactions are evident at only two points in the
icosahedral asymmetric unit, involving the long bJ/bKsimply to relieve kinks. Individual tubes of density spiral-
ling around the 5-fold axes are most clearly visible in loop (residues 790 to 817, secondary structure defined
in Grimes et al. [1998]) in the dimerization domains of thethe outer layer, which has been modeled as three pieces
of dsRNA ranging in length from 32 to 55 bp. There are VP3(T2)A and VP3(T2)B molecules [this loop is partially
disordered in VP3(T2)B {Grimes et al., 1998}]. Apart fromconnections between these spirals, presumably repre-
senting different possible paths for the RNA in each Lys-807 on the bJ/bK loop, there are very few basic
residues on the inner surface of VP3(T2). This paucityicosahedral asymmetric unit and within the viral popula-
tion as a whole. RNA has been modeled into the tubes of specific interactions appears likely to facilitate the
movement of RNA within the core, for example duringand the strongest connections. Consequently, these
modeled strands clash in several places, in particular transcription, while the counter ions presumably lubri-
cate the RNA/VP3(T2) interface and the interactions be-between icosahedrally related copies. The icosahedral
asymmetric units of the second and third layers have tween adjacent RNA layers. The capsid is built up from
two structurally distinct copies of VP3(T2) (Grimes eteach been modeled by two pieces 33±53 bp in length
and the inner layer as a single 43 bp length. This model al., 1998). Figure 4e shows that there are some striking
similarities in the interactions each of these make withhas not been refined against the diffraction data, since
such a procedure would not eliminate the most serious the RNA (there are also differences that reflect specific
conformational changes between the two protein sub-limitations in the model, the chemical inconsistencies
arising from icosahedral averaging. Despite the weaken- units). Since the two molecules lie at different radial
distances from the TCs at the 5-fold axes, the quasi-ing of the electron density toward the center of the core,
there is some evidence from the electron density that equivalence in the protein±RNA interactions generates
the observed spiral structure in the RNA.the inner layers possess a spiral organization.
The Organization of RNA Is Partially A Model for the Packing of RNA
We propose a model in which each dsRNA strand in theOrdered by VP3
Our model (when corrected for overlap) represents outer shell of RNA leaves the TC at the 5-fold axis and
spirals around it until, at a certain diameter away fromz80% of the 19,219 bp of the BTV genome (Roy, 1989a)
(total length z50,000 AÊ ). The model suggested by the the 5-fold axis, it clashes with a neighboring RNA seg-
ment. This might redirect the RNA inward to lay downelectron density implies that there is a particular organi-
zation of the various components within the core. Such the second discrete layer, spiralling back toward the TC.
Further switching would lay down the third and fourthordering appears to be imposed by chemically feature-
less grooves that form tracks for the RNA on the inside layers. Although no electron density is seen connecting
the layers, 5-fold averaging would render a single linkof the VP3(T2) layer (Figures 4c and 4d). Specific RNA/
Ordered RNA in BTV
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invisible. Since the gene segments are of quite different
lengths (from 822 to 3954 bp) and there is very little free
space within the particle, some of the longer segments
must trespass on the volume of neighboring segments
(and on the volume around the two 5-fold axes that
are empty of genome). This suggests that simple steric
clashes with neighboring segments might be the most
important factor limiting the lateral expansion of the
spiral, although it is possible that layer switching might
be facilitated by interaction with the flexible loop of
VP3(T2)B bearing Lys-807, close to the icosahedral
3-fold axis.
Organization of the Transcription Complexes
EM analyses of transcribing cores of related viruses
(Gillies et al., 1971; Yazaki and Miura, 1980; Lawton et
al., 1997) are consistent with the TCs lying at the 5-fold
axes of the core and with mRNA being extruded at, or
close to, these symmetry axes. In BTV, the electron
density indicates that the TCs, which are nonsymmetric,
lie along the 5-fold axes of the virus, at the heart of
Figure 6. Cartoon of the Model for the Arrangement of the RNAthe RNA spirals, and below pores in the VP3(T2) layer
(Grimes et al., 1998), which if slightly expanded from the The RNA is shown as a blue coil around the TC (colored green),
indicating the disposition of the RNA within the core with respectresting structure we see, would allow the exit of the
to the 5-fold vertices.RNA (Figure 5). The volume of the overall envelope of
electron density assigned to protein inside the VP3(T2)
shell at each of the icosahedral 5-fold axes is z350 3
the evolutionary history of these viruses, perhaps indi-103 AÊ 3, almost sufficient to accommodate the monomeric
cating a unique evolutionary accident that produced anVP1(Pol) and two subunits of VP4(Cap), which assuming
enzymatically competent shell capable of sequesteringstandard packing densities, would occupy a total of
the dsRNA genome. The staggered organization of ten366 3 103 AÊ 3 (Figure 1). The N-terminal 50 residues of
subunits around each 5-fold axis of the icosahedron isVP3(T2)A, situated closest to the 5-fold axis, appear to
reflected in the partial icosahedral order of sections ofmodulate the symmetry mismatch that exists between
the dsRNA genome, which is thereby organized into athe 5-fold symmetric VP3(T2) shell and the asymmetric
spiral. The order extends to inner layers of RNA, andTC. These N-terminal residues swing down [compared
this organization may provide a solution to the severeto their positions in the VP3(T2)B molecule where they
problems dsRNA viruses face in producing an efficientare well ordered {Grimes et al., 1998}] and seem to en-
transcriptional machine within the confined space of thegage the TC, holding at least some of the enzyme com-
virus capsid, as well as choreographing the RNA duringponents in the correct orientation. This domain may
the transcription of the genome segments. This processtherefore be key to the structural basis for the TC and
is remarkable, as the ten segments of viral dsRNA areRNA organization and the mechanics of RNA synthesis
transcribed simultaneously at high speed (up to 50 nu-and export from the core. This is consistent with obser-
cleotides per second in orthoreoviruses [Bartlett et al.,vations for orthoreovirus, where the l1 protein, the
1974]) by the core-associated TCs. The limited flexibilitystructural homolog of VP3(T2), is enlarged compared to
but considerable fluidity of the dsRNA within a liquidBTV, containing a proteolytically sensitive N-terminal
crystal structure probably allows the double helices toregion that is not completely ordered (Smith et al., 1969;
be pushed, pulled, and spun about their helical axes asWhite and Zweerink, 1976) and seems to be located (at
required for transcription, while a level of organizationleast in part) close to the icosahedral 5-fold axes (Dryden
is maintained by the VP3(T2) layer and the high RNAet al., 1998). We suggest that in BTV, the dimeric protein
concentration. Evidence from the diffuse scattering atVP4, which has capping activity (Ramadevi et al., 1998),
30 AÊ spacings (Figure 2) shows that local order is indeedlies immediately within the VP3(T2) layer, forming strong
maintained within the RNA in the highly active processinteractions with residues 307±328 of VP3(T2)A (Figure
of transcription. Taken together, our observations lead5). This would accord with the observation that cores
us to propose the conceptual model for the organizationcan cap exogenous RNA (Mertens et al., 1992). Internal
of these viruses shown in Figure 6. Although, as men-to VP4, and probably stabilized in part by interactions
tioned above, details may vary between different mem-with the N terminus of VP3(T2)A, lies the monomeric
bers of the family Reoviridae, we expect that many basicVP1 viral transcriptase (Figure 5).
features will be conserved.
Conclusions
Experimental ProceduresThe peculiar architecture of 120 protein subunits in the
layer immediately surrounding the genome appears to
Data Collection and Analysis for BTV-10
be a characteristic of dsRNA viruses (Grimes et al., BTV-10 (USA) was grown and viral cores prepared using established
1998). The reasons for the conservation of this number procedures (Mertens et al., 1987; Burroughs et al., 1995). Crystals
were grown at 208C in microbridges. The largest crystals reachedare not known, but we expect that they may relate to
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of the unit cell dimensions to give a best solution with a correlation
coefficient of 0.72 and R factor of 31% (correlation coefficient 5
Sh(,Fo.2|Fo|h)(,Fc.2|Fc|h)/[Sh(,Fo.2|Fo|h)2 Sh(,Fc.2|Fc|h)2]1¤2, R
factor 5 Sh||Fo|h2|Fc|h|/Sh|Fo|h, where h represents the unique reflec-
tion indices, Fo the observed structure factors, and Fc the structure
factors calculated from inversion of the solvent flattened map). The
BTV-1 coordinates may be moved into the BTV-10 cell by a transla-
tion of 222.0, 990.5, 736.0 AÊ and a rotation of φ1 5 242.778, φ2 5
73.558, φ3 5 157.538 (X-PLOR [BruÈ nger, 1992] Eulerian angle con-
vention).
A bulk solvent correction (solvent density 5 0.25 e/AÊ 3, B factor 5
120, R factor 5 30.6%) was applied to the BTV-10 model to give a
set of model structure factor amplitudes and phases, Fc. The Fo
were scaled to the Fc by the application of a scale factor (14.5) and
a B factor (232.0) to give the set of Fo used in the cyclic density
modification. The scale and B factors were calculated from a Wilson
Figure 7. Analyses of the BTV-1 and BTV-10 Data Sets plot using only data in the range of 10±6.5 AÊ , over which our model
was thought to be good. The Fc were then scaled to these Fo overThe graph shows the completeness of the BTV-1 and BTV-10 data
the resolution range 25±6.5 AÊ and weighted using the schemessets in black and grey solid lines, respectively, with respect to scat-
suggested by Rayment (1983) (SHELLSCALE; D. I. S., unpublishedtering angle (resolution). The scattering angle is marked as 1/d2,
program). Unobserved data were included with a weight of 0.7. Awhere d is the real space resolution, in AÊ . The corresponding d
2|Fo|2|Fc| electron density map was calculated for the same resolu-values are marked above the axis in italics. The merging R factor
tion range. This map was the starting point for cyclic density modifi-(as defined in Table 1) is shown as dashed lines (black for BTV-1
cation.and grey for BTV-10).
The Structure Solution of BTV-1
The procedures involved in preparing and growing crystals and the
a diameter of 0.4 mm and are more fragile than BTV-1 core crystals collection of X-ray diffraction data for BTV-1 (SA) cores have been
(Burroughs et al., 1995). In the course of the structure determination, described previously (Burroughs et al., 1995; Grimes et al., 1998).
it emerged that BTV-10 core crystals belong to space group P41212 As for the BTV-10 data collection, particular attention was paid to
with cell parameters a 5 b 5 1115 AÊ , c 5 1584 AÊ . The crystal collecting very low resolution reflections through careful experimen-
unit cell contains one core particle in each asymmetric unit. Data tal design. The data set used for the work presented here differs
collection was at the high brilliance undulator beamline ID2 (BL4) significantly from that presented previously in three main areas.
at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), Grenoble, First, the inclusion of further data improved the completeness of
France. The highly parallel beam, in conjunction with limiting aper- the data set, extended the low-resolution limit from 100 AÊ to 105 AÊ ,
tures on the incident beam of 50±80 mm and a 30 cm MAResearch removed the need to use a low-resolution subset of data collected
imaging plate at 1.05 m from the crystal, allowed the diffraction from selenomethionated core crystals, and allowed the use of much
orders to be resolved at a wavelength of z1 AÊ . Careful experimental stricter checks on data quality. Second, a larger version of SCALE-
design allowed relatively low angle diffraction (60 AÊ resolution) to PACK (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997) enabled all 21,568,019 ob-
be collected with reasonable background noise. Crystals were served reflections to be merged simultaneously. Third, only a 105±
cooled to about 88C and randomly oriented. Oscillation ranges per 6.5 AÊ subset of the data was used, as little high-resolution
image were 0.158±0.38 with exposure times of 20±40 s. It was possi- information was expected from the interior of the core. Some data
ble to obtain two images from some crystals. In total, 100 images processing statistics over this range are shown in Table 1, and a
from 75 crystals were used (although many more crystals were plot of completeness by resolution is given in Figure 7.
examined), most with the detector aligned centrally with the beam. A bulk solvent correction was applied to the current atomic model
However, a third of the images were collected with the detector by refinement against the Fo using X-PLOR (BruÈ nger, 1992) (solvent
swung to a 2u value of 48 or 58. Images were indexed and integrated density 5 0.28 e/AÊ 3, B factor 5 100, R factor 5 25.32%) to give a
with the program DENZO (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997), keeping set of model structure factor amplitudes and phases, Fc. As with
overlapping reflections. Overlapped reflections were deconvoluted the BTV-10 data, the Fo were scaled to the Fc by the application of
using PrOW (Bourgeois et al., 1998) and the resolution dynamically a scale factor (1.52) and a B factor (212.9) to give the set of Fo used
determined with TRIM-DENZO (D. I. S., unpublished program). Data in the cyclic density modification. The scale and B factors were
were scaled and merged with SCALEPACK (Otwinowski and Minor, calculated from a Wilson plot, again using only data in the range of
1997). An initial run of SCALEPACK determined scale factors; partial 10±6.5 AÊ . The Fc were then scaled to these Fo over the resolution
intensities with a fraction above 0.5 were scaled up using a program range 25±6.5 AÊ and Rayment weighted (Rayment, 1983). Unobserved
we wrote for the purpose; finally, the data were merged in a second data were included with a weight of 0.7. A 2|Fo|2|Fc| electron density
run of SCALEPACK. A unique data set of 1,034,180 reflections was map was calculated for the same resolution range. This map was
obtained in the range of 60 to 6.5 AÊ , with a completeness of 54% the starting point for cyclic density modification.
(84.5% for the 60±11.8 AÊ shell; see Table 1 and Figure 7). Intensities
were converted to structure factor amplitudes using the CCP4 pro- Density Modification Procedures
gram TRUNCATE (French and Wilson, 1978). For both BTV-1 in the orthorhombic space group P21212 (cell param-
eters a 5 795 AÊ , b 5 821.5 AÊ , c 5 753 AÊ ) (Grimes et al., 1998) and
Structure Solution of BTV-10 BTV-10 in the tetragonal space group P41212 (cell parameters a 5
The phase problem was solved and space group determined using b 5 1115 AÊ , c 5 1584 AÊ ), layers of diffuse electron density were
the program X-PLOR (BruÈ nger, 1992) once a preliminary 7.2 AÊ data present beneath the inner shells of VP3(T2). To obtain the clearest
set of 901,178 unique reflections was available. A few h00 reflections possible image of these layers and to ensure that they were not
were measured, which suggested that the space group was likely artifacts, cyclic averaging of the electron density was performed
to be P4n212, where n was unknown. The particle orientation was independently for the two crystal forms, during which the electron
determined by inspection of a self-rotation function and confirmed density inside the VP3(T2) protein shell was smoothed.
by PC refinement (Delano and Brunger, 1995) of a Ca atom model
derived from BTV-1 (Grimes et al., 1998) (an anti-aliasing B factor Envelope Determination
of 1500 was applied to reduce sampling errors). The space group For BTV-1 and BTV-10, the procedures were essentially identical.
and particle position were determined by factoring the space group For a cyclic averaging and density modification procedure, enve-
symmetry operators to reduce the problem to 1-D and 2-D searches. lopes must be designed that delineate those regions of the asym-
metric unit within which the local symmetry operators are believedRigid body refinement was combined with a grid search refinement
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to be valid. For the more complex procedure used here, envelopes Scanning Proton Microprobe
The scanning proton microprobe is capable of detecting atomswere constructed to define (1) the volume internal to the core capsid,
(2) the entire core, and (3) the solvent region of the crystallographic heavier than neon at a level as low as 10 ppm through proton-
induced X-ray emission of characteristic wavelengths. The atomicasymmetric unit. These envelopes were built up in a series of steps,
and (1) and (2) were defined over the appropriate asymmetric volume composition was determined from an intensity spectrum (Grime et
al., 1991).of the virion (1/2 particle for BTV-1 and 1 particle for BTV-10). An
envelope defining the core capsid in the asymmetric volume was Crystals of BTV-1 cores were first inactivated by subjecting them
to 568C for 120 min. They were then fixed in 0.25% glutaraldehydefirst generated using a modified version of the algorithm of Wang
(1985) (program GAP; D. I. S. and J. M. G., unpublished). A sphere solution for 30 min, washed twice for 1 min in deionized water, and
mounted on a layer of Mylar 2 mm thick. Spectra were collected atof radius 360 AÊ centered on the particle was used to cut away
crystallographically related viruses. Relatively simple logical opera- three positions from the crystal that best survived this process. As
the only source of phosphorous was the dsRNA, the concentrationstions were then used to define the various compartments listed
above. These envelopes were redefined after every 15 cycles of of each atom were normalized by conversion to mol/mol phospho-
rous. Based on consideration of the amino acid compositions anddensity modification.
number of base pairs of RNA, the expected relative amount of sul-
phur was 0.62. The observed mean sulphur level of 0.59 indicated
Density Modification Protocols that the washes had succesfully removed the 25% saturated ammo-
For the density modification procedure, three operations were car- nium sulphate present in the crystallization buffer and by implication
ried out. First, using the envelope which defined solely that volume any other ions not bound by the core.
internal to the capsid (envelope 2), the ªRNAº electron density in the
expanded map was convoluted with a Gaussian weighting function
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